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Introduction:  Ice plays a potentially critical role in 
determining the water cycle on Mars.  It is widespread 
at relatively shallow depths, even at mid latitudes, and 
comes to the surface at the poles.  It serves as a major 
reservoir that could be tapped for natural geological, 
climatological and biological processes, and for human 
planetary exploration.  We have been measuring the 
properties of exposed ice in the presence of winds of 
various intensities and under various layers of uncon-
solidated regolith [1-7].  The main properties of inter-
est are the diffusion of water vapor through the layers, 
and the adsorption and desorption of water vapor on 
the regolith particles.  From such data it is possible to 
evaluate the ability of the regolith to act as a deposi-
tory for atmospheric water vapor and the timescale on 
which adsorption and desorption occurs, which is im-
portant in understanding the role of the regolith on the 
diurnal cycle of water vapor in the atmosphere as it 
condenses in response to the diurnal atmospheric, sur-
face and subsurface thermal cycle [8].  Such data also 
enable the determination of the effectiveness of re-
golith in stabilizing ice that may have formed during 
the last obliquity change.   

  
Fig. 1.  A scuff mark caused by  MER Spirit displays the 
very thin lighter dust layer on top of a darker regolith with 
grain sizes similar to those used in our experiments.  In this 
case, the regolith is basaltic in composition.  Wheel marks of 
the MERs, abundant dust devils, and global dust storms sug-
gest that most of the surface of Mars is fine-grained uncon-
solidated material. [Images 2P132756681 
EFF1957P2352L2M1 and 2M132842058EFF2000P2977 
M2M1, refs. 9,10]. 

The present paper reviews our recent work on these 
topics. While our experiments have been performed in 
an effort to understand the environment of Mars, sim-
ple modifications to our procedures would allow us to 
gain data relevant to other solar system bodies.   
Experimental:  Our planetary chamber is a 0.61 m 
diameter 2.08 m high stainless steel vacuum chamber 
with cooling coils, heating cables, pressure gauges, 
hygrometers, and several ports for observation.  Meas-
urements are made by evacuating the chamber to less 
than 0.09 mbar, filling with dry CO2 gas to 1 bar, and 
cooling to the desired temperature. The chamber was 
then opened, the sample placed on a top-loading bal-
ance, and the chamber evacuated to 7 mbar. The tem-
peratures of the chamber are maintained < 0°C to pre-
vent melting of the ice. For experiments into the effect 
of wind, calibrated fans were installed in the chamber 
that produced velocities up to 11.4 m/s, typical of val-
ues observed by Viking.  For the dust layer experi-
ments we used blankets of mock regolith appropriate 
to Mars (Fig. 1); the JSC Mars simulant Mars-1 emu-
lates the weathered volcanic dust (palagonite) abun-
dant on Mars, montmorillonite clay mimics places on 
Mars where spectral data suggest clays to be impor-
tant, and basalt represents that large amounts of Mars’ 
surface covered with this third major component of the 
planet’s surface.  These samples were baked for one 
day at 102 to 104ºC and 35 mbar to eliminate adsorbed 
water.  These experiments lasted 2 to 8 hours and, 
where necessary, the humidity was controlled by 
bleeding dry CO2 into the atmosphere while pumping. 
Discussion:  If our experiments replicate Mars condi-
tions, or can correctly be scaled to Mars, we can make 
the following observations. 

Exposed ice:  Like pure liquid water, and liquid 
brines, the evaporation rates of exposed ice under our 
experimental conditions exactly match those predicted 
by semi-empirical equations based on suitably modi-
fied forms of Fick’s law for water vapor diffusing 
through a CO2 atmosphere [11-13].  In fact, changes in 
evaporation rate associated with the melting and freez-
ing of water over short time scales can be observed 
and reflect our high level of precision and accuracy in 
our experiments and the reliability of the theoretical 
treatments [12].  At the triple point of water, evapora-
tion rates for water on Mars are 0.8 mm h-1 for the liq-
uid and about half this much for ice. 

Exposed ice affected by winds:  At –15oC, and for 
relative humidities around 1%, sublimation rates in-
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crease with wind velocity in a manner described by 
[14]: 

ES = 0.68 + 0.025 V 
Where ES is the sublimation rate in mm h-1, and V is 
the wind velocity in m s-1.  In high relative humidity 
atmospheres (30-35%), wind has an almost negligible 
effect on sublimation rate which remains nearly con-
stant at 0.33 ± 0.04 mm h-1. Pure forced convection 
theory [e.g. 15] fails to explain the data, so a new 
semi-empirical expression for the sublimation rate that 
combines free and forced convection was developed 
by ref. [14, their equation 22] using analogy with heat 
transfer models.  Using this expression, sublimation 
rates of ice as a function of wind velocity for any tem-
perature can be calculated. In general, temperature is 
more important than wind speed in determining the 
rate of sublimation of ice on Mars. 

Ice covered with unconsolidated dust layers:  The 
transport of water through a regolith layer is a complex 
process but one which can be quantified by laboratory 
measurements. In the absence of an external energy 
source such as solar insolation and a geothermal gradi-
ent, transport of water vapor is governed by diffusion 
through the dust layer (and the atmosphere at regolith 
depths <10 mm) and by adsorption and desorption of 
water on the grains[16-18]. 

In agreement with earlier work, we have found 
that diffusion of water vapor through these unconsoli-
dated dust layers is rapid, with D values 1-4 x 10-4 m2s-

1.  Thus diffusion alone does not present a significant 
barrier in communication with the atmosphere at shal-
low depth. Therefore, only temperature controls the 
distribution of ice, which is most probably at equilib-
rium with the atmopshere. Adsorption does not play a 
significant role at long timescales, but can strongly 
affect the water diurnal cycle. It is the rate of adsorp-
tion and desorption that is important, and whether the 
regolith has the capacity to store sufficient condensed 
water vapor. 

Adsorption and desorption of water vapor on ba-
salt appear to be rapid enough for the regolith to re-
spond to the diurnal cycle, and the amount of water 
vapor that can be adsorbed is sufficient to account for 
the diurnal cycle in water vapor in the atmosphere. 
Depths of a few centimeters of basalt powder are gen-
erally required to account for the variation in atmos-
pheric humidity. Such depth are very easily reached 
due to high diffusion coefficients. Alternativley, while 
clays can store large amounts of water vapor, their 
kinetics of adsoprtion is much slower than basalt.  

These laboratory derived kinetic data can be used 
to estimate the lifetime for water ice as a function of 
burial depth and temperature.  For all three of the re-
golith materials investigated in our work to date ice 

would survive at mind-latitudes through years under 
several tens of centimeters of regolith, and under sev-
eral meters would survive several times 105 years, that 
is since the time of the last major change in Mars’ 
obliquity. However, temperature remains the most 
important parameter in determining the behavior and 
stability of ice under unconsolidated dust layers. 
Conclusions:  While the processes governing the be-
haviour of ice on Mars have been treated theoretically 
for some time, relatively few experimental studies ex-
isted prior to the present work and the required input 
parameters were poorly known.  The data are still not 
complete for some materials, but a generally internally 
consistent picture is emerging.  Diffusion of vapor 
through the dusty regolith resembling those observed 
on Mars (Fig. 1) is rapid and independent of mineral-
ogy.  Whether the regolith can be an important reser-
voir for water vapor and whether the condensation in 
the regolith explains the diurnal cycle depends on ad-
sorption and desorption rates and storage capacity.  
The experimental work suggests that these mock re-
golith samples have the required properties to explain 
the diurnal cycle in water vapor.  Subsurface ice is 
stable on Mars, especially under a meter or more of 
regolith, so that ice formed at the last major obliquity 
change can still persist.  However, it should be stressed 
that main factor in determining the lifetime of surface 
and subsurface ice is temperature.  
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